
Air Masses, Fronts, Storm Systems, and the Jet
Stream

Air Masses
When a large bubble of air remains over a specific area of Earth long enough to take on the

temperature and humidity characteristics of that region, an air mass forms.  For example, when a mass of
air sits over a warm ocean it becomes warm and moist.  Air masses are named for the type of surface over
which they formed.

Tropical = warm Polar = cold
Continental = over land = dry Maritime = over ocean = moist

These four basic terms are combined to describe four different types of air masses.

continental polar = cool dry = cP continental tropical = warm dry = cT
maritime polar = cool moist = mP maritime tropical = warm moist = mT

The United States is influenced by each of these air masses.  During winter, an even colder air mass
occasionally enters the northern U.S.  This bitterly cold continental arctic (cA) air mass is responsible for

record setting cold temperatures.
Notice in the central U.S. and Great Lakes region how continental polar (cP), cool dry air from

central Canada, collides with maritime tropical (mT), warm moist air from the Gulf of Mexico.
Continental polar and maritime tropical air masses are the most dominant air masses in our area and
are responsible for much of the weather we experience.

Air Mass Source Regions



Fronts

The type of air mass sitting over your location determines the conditions of your location.  By
knowing the type of air mass moving into your region, you can predict the general weather conditions for
your location.  Meteorologists draw lines called fronts on surface weather maps to show the positions of
air masses across Earth’s surface.  Meteorologists track the movements of fronts to be able to forecast the
general temperature and humidity conditions at the surface.  Meteorologists use four types of fronts to
identify the positions of air masses.  Different colors and symbols are used to represent the leading edge of
an air mass.

All frontal views are side views (vertical cross-sections) of the atmosphere.
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Weather maps are two-dimensional top views of the atmosphere.  Symbols are used to represent
fronts as viewed from above.  A line is drawn to show the positions of air masses and symbols are placed
on either side of the line to indicate the direction the air mass is moving.
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Storm Systems and Wind

On a small scale of 10’s of miles, warm air rises and is replaced by cooler sinking air.  This
circulation of air is called convection.  As warmer air rises it expands and cools allowing water vapor to
condense into water droplets forming clouds.  As cooler air sinks it compresses and warms preventing
condensation and cloud formation.

Convection Cell

On a much larger scale of 100’s of miles, unequal heating of Earth’s surface sets up large areas of

warmer rising air.  Rising air from the surface creates areas of surface Low pressure.  Cooler, sinking air

aloft creates High pressure at the surface.

Side views of High and Low pressure systems in the Northern Hemisphere
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Due to the Coriolis effect, wind is turned clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere.  Notice from the
diagrams that as air falls and hits Earth, it flows out of the High pressure area and is turned to the right
producing a clockwise rotation.  The air flowing into the Low pressure area is also turned to the right
producing a counterclockwise rotation.  The opposite rotations are observed in the Southern Hemisphere.

Wind
Due to surface pressure differences, air is forced from areas of High pressure to areas of Low

pressure, creating wind. The greater the difference in pressure (pressure gradient), the faster the wind.

Side views of High (H) and Low (L) pressure areas

In the diagrams above, the pressure difference is the same, 1030 mb in the high pressure area and
1000 mb in the low pressure area.   However, the pressure gradient is different.  The pressure gradient is
the pressure change divided by the distance over which the pressure change occurred.  The pressure change
is the same for each situation. 1030 mb – 1000 mb = 30 mb.  However, the pressure gradient over the 500

mi is 30 mb/500 mi = .06 mb/mi.  The pressure gradient over 1000 mi is 30 mb/1000 mi = .03 mb/mi.  Since
the pressure gradient is largest over the 500 mi distance, a faster wind is produced.

1030 mb 1000 mb
40 mph wind
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Storm Systems

Spinning, Low pressure storm systems (Low) called cyclones move air masses across Earth’s
surface.  Cyclones transport warmer air from the tropics toward the colder poles to cool off.  Colder air is
transported from the poles towards the tropics where it is warmed.  Fronts extend only from Low pressure
systems (Low) because air masses move toward the Low.  You won’t see fronts extending from an
anticyclone or High pressure system (High) because air flows out of a High.

Fronts produce rising air that creates clouds and precipitation.  Where you find a Low is where you
will find the most clouds and precipitation.  Clouds produced along the fronts give the Low its classic
“comma” shape as seen from above the atmosphere by weather satellites.

Surface weather map view of surface cyclone (Low)



Jet Stream

High above the surface, near the tropopause, there is little friction to slow down airflow and wind
speeds often exceed 100 mph.  Sometimes wind speeds exceed 200 mph.  This rapidly flowing current of air
located 10-15 km (6-9 miles) above the surface, is called the jet stream.  Jet streams were first encountered
by high-flying military aircraft during World War II.  However, their existence was suspected before the
war.  Ground-based observations of fast moving high cirrus clouds show that westerly winds aloft must be
moving very rapidly.

The jet stream is created by unequal heating of Earth.  The fastest winds are found where the
temperature change is greatest.  From the diagrams below, notice how the general position of the jet stream

changes from summer to winter.  During summer months there is little temperature difference across the
United States and the position of the jet stream moves northward.  However, in winter months, when it is
considerably warmer in Florida than it is in Wisconsin for example, there is a large temperature change
across the United States.

Since the jet stream is a result of temperature differences it is a useful temperature forecasting tool.
The jet stream shows the boundary between colder air to the north and warmer air to the south.

Summer jet stream position Winter jet stream position

Get winter position



The prevailing westerly flow of the jet stream takes on a wavelike pattern composed of a series of
ridges and troughs.  When the jet stream bulges to the north a high pressure ridge is formed.  When your
area is under the influence of a ridge, temperatures are generally warm and weather conditions fair.
When the jet stream bulges southward, a low pressure trough develops.  When your area is under the
influence of a trough, temperatures are cool and weather conditions cloudy or stormy.

Forecasters also take advantage of fast winds located slightly lower in the atmosphere.   At 500 mb,
about halfway up in the atmosphere, winds “steer” surface Lows.  By following the direction of the 500 mb
flow, forecasters get a good idea about the future locations of surface storms.  The winds at 500 mb are
referred to as the 500 mb jet stream.

Day 1

Day 2

Ridge and trough pattern of jet stream

Jet stream winds at 500 mb steer surface low pressure systems.  The

Low in Kansas follows the jet stream and moves to the northeast in
one day’s time.



Special Situation: Cut-off Low

The Cut-off Low occurs when an upper level pool of cold air is “cut-off” from the general flow of
the jet stream.  Cut-off Lows often form out of deep troughs in the jet stream.  The cold Cut-off Low
continues to circulate counter clockwise, producing widespread clouds and precipitation.  In fact, under the
influence of a cut-off low, cloudy and stormy conditions can persist for days--even weeks.  When you see a
Cut-off Low moving into your area, cool, cloudy, unsettled weather is almost certain.

Corresponding satellite view
of same time period

300 mb jet stream map

Corresponding temperatures of same time period—Notice temperatures in
northern Minnesota are as warm as in Arkansas.



The diagrams on the previous page show the Cut-off low circulating counter clockwise apart from
the general flow of the jet stream. A large region of cloudiness and cooler temperatures is produced.

Special Situation: Winter Storm for Southern Wisconsin!!!

Whether you like snow or not, school-closing winter storms have always held a special place in the
hearts of Wisconsin students.  A big time winter storm for southern Wisconsin requires many weather
variables coming together at the right place at the right time.  The following is a general description of the
type of snowstorm that brings heavy snowfall to southern Wisconsin.

Storm strength and location
Sometimes referred to as the “Panhandle Hook” because of its origin near the panhandles of Texas

and Oklahoma, the storm gains energy from the moisture it draws in from the Gulf of Mexico.  The water
vapor from the gulf condenses as the moist air rises and cools within the Low pressure system.  The storm
strengthens and follows the large trough that deepens (“digs in”) across the central U.S.  As the storm
follows the jet stream it continues to pull warm moist air from the Gulf northward.  The counterclockwise
rotation of the storm wraps the moisture from the gulf around to its northern side and into the cold air mass.
When moisture is drawn from the Gulf of Mexico, we say the “Gulf is open”.  The gulf moisture gives the
storm more energy to become stronger and more moisture to produce heavy snow.

When the Gulf moisture is wrapped into the cold air to the north of the Low it is cooled rapidly and

heavy snowfall results.  The heaviest snowfall generally lies in a band approximately 150 miles northwest of
the path taken by the Low pressure system.  For Oregon, WI to receive the heaviest snows, the storm must
generally move diagonally through central Illinois, passing near Chicago.

Identifying potential school-closing storms from a forecast map is very easy.  Look for a powerful
storm developing in the Kansas/Oklahoma region along with a deep jet stream trough digging into the
central U.S.  While identifying severe winter storms is relatively easy, predicting the precise path and
precipitation amounts from these storms is much more difficult.  Since snowfall is very heavy in a narrow
band northwest of the Low, a small change in the path of the storm can result in a very large difference in
the amount of snowfall a location receives.  If the storm is originally forecasted to travel on a path that
places your location in the area of heaviest snow, the snowfall forecast will likely call for 4+ inches of
snow.  If the storm actually passes further north or south than forecasted, what was forecasted to bring

heavy snow to your area may end up producing an inch or less of accumulation.  Worse yet, instead of
snow, it may rain.



The Panhandle Hook

Combination Weather Map: 500 mb Jet Stream/Surface Pressures-The surface
Low (L) moves slowly along the 500 mb jet stream (arrows) northeast dumping
heavy snow in Southern Wisconsin.


